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As recognized, adventure as well as experience practically lesson, amusement, as skillfully as
understanding can be gotten by just checking out a books Bone Cold Erica Spindler afterward it is
not directly done, you could assume even more as regards this life, roughly the world.
We manage to pay for you this proper as without difficulty as simple pretentiousness to acquire
those all. We allow Bone Cold Erica Spindler and numerous ebook collections from fictions to
scientific research in any way. in the midst of them is this Bone Cold Erica Spindler that can be your
partner.

Last Known Victim Dec 13 2020 Last Known Victim Erica Spindler In August 2005, amid death and
destruction, hurricane–savaged New Orleans has a new dark force to fear As the rescue efforts
unfold, a grisly discovery is made at one of the massive refrigerator 'graveyards.' One of these metal
hulks contains six human hands – all female, all right hands. The press has dubbed the unknown
predator 'The Handyman'. Captain Patti O'Shay is a straight–arrow, by–the–book cop who is assigned
to the case. But her tough, unflinching character is fractured when her husband and fellow police
captain is found murdered. In August 2007 Patti, still grieving and disillusioned, gets a call from
homicide: skeletal remains have been unearthed in City Park. The unknown victim – a female – is
missing her right hand. But for Patti, this grave holds something even more shocking: beside the
victim's bones is her husband's police badge. Patti is fearless, but so is the killer. As he stalks her
she is forced to question all she believes in, to doubt the code she has lived by because she knows
that if she doesn't find The Handyman first, she will become his last known victim. Erica Spindler
weaves a masterful tale of murder and suspense against the backdrop of a city transformed by
disaster. It is a story you will not soon forget. 'Addictively suspenseful' – New Mystery Reader on
Copycat 'Another spine–tingling thriller with a twisted ending. Copycat will keep you on the edge of
your chair and up for hours turning page after page' – Writers Unlimited on Copycat
From The Deep Feb 24 2022 Nearly killed as a teenager by a hit-and-run boater, Jane Killian is a
woman with everything to live for. A series of surgeries restored her lovely face. She's the toast of
the Dallas art community, her sculptures lauded as both disturbing and beautiful. And Jane and her
husband, plastic surgeon Dr. Ian Westbrook, are expecting their first child. Then a woman with ties
to Ian is found brutally slain and the police make him their prime suspect. At first determined to
prove her husband's innocence, Jane cannot escape her own growing doubts. Then her nightmare
escalates. She begins receiving anonymous messages and quickly becomes convinced they're from
him - the boater she always believed deliberately hit her and got away with it. Now Jane must face a
terrifying truth. Her tormentor knows everything about her - her likes, her dislikes, her daily routine,
and, most frightening of all, her deepest fears. And he will use them mercilessly until he sees Jane
dead.
Copycat Jun 30 2022 Five years ago, three young victims were found murdered, posed like little
angels. No witnesses, no evidence left behind. The Sleeping Angel Killer called his despicable acts
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'the perfect crimes.' The case nearly destroyed homicide detective Kitt Lundgren's career—because
she let the killer get away. Now the Sleeping Angel Killer is back. But Kitt notices something
different about this new rash of killings—a tiny variation that suggests a copycat killer may be recreating the original 'perfect crimes.' Then the unthinkable happens. The Sleeping Angel Killer
himself approaches Kitt with a bizarre offer: he will help her catch his copycat. Kitt must decide
whether to place her trust in a murderer—or risk falling victim to a fiend who has taken the art of
the perfect murder to horrific new heights.
The Look-Alike Sep 02 2022 From Erica Spindler, the New York Times bestselling author of The
Other Girl and Justice for Sara comes The Look-Alike, a thrilling psychological drama about a woman
who believes she escaped a brutal murder years ago—but does anyone else believe her? Sienna
Scott grew up in the dark shadow of her mother’s paranoid delusions. Now, she's returned home to
confront her past and the unsolved murder that altered the course of her life. In her mother’s
shuttered house, an old fear that has haunted Sienna for years rears its ugly head—that it was she
who had been the killer’s target that night. And now, with it, a new fear—that the killer not only
intended to remedy his past mistake—he’s already begun. But are these fears any different from the
ones that torment her mother? As the walls close in, the line between truth and lie, reality and
delusion disintegrate. Has Sienna’s worst nightmare come true? Or will she unmask a killer and
finally prove she may be her mother’s look-alike, but she’s not her clone?
All Fall Down Nov 11 2020 Men are dying unexpectedly in Charlotte, North Carolina– all victims of
bizarre accidents. No one will call these deaths murder. No one except small–town cop Melanie May.
She sees the pattern: a serial killer targeting men who have slipped through the fingers of justice.
Alone with her awful certainty, Melanie risks her career to convince Connor Parks, a troubled FBI
profiler, that she' s right. Suddenly Melanie is in the limelight, lauded for uncovering the Dark
Angel. But her involvement makes her a target. For as she and Connor study the victims, their
deaths, the signature the murderer leaves at every scene, Melanie comes face–to–face with the
terrible truth. The profile Connor' s created fits someone in her own life...a profile of a cunning
killer, one without remorse and bent on vengeance.
What Remains of Me Mar 04 2020 Irish Times top twenty crime novel of 2017 People don't need to
know you're a murderer. They just have to think you could be... June 1980: 17-year-old Kelly Lund is
jailed for killing Hollywood film director, John McFadden Thirty years later, Kelly is a free woman.
Yet speculation still swirls over what really happened that night. And when her father-in law, and
close friend of McFadden is found dead - shot through the head at point-blank range - there can only
be one suspect. But this time Kelly has some high-profile friends who believe she's innocent of both
crimes. But is she? 'You'll stay up late to read this' Laura Lippmann 'Full of crackling energy and
heartache' Megan Abbott 'An exceptional book by an exceptional writer' Alex Marwood
Justice for Sara Mar 16 2021 When seventeen-year-old Katherine McCall awakened one morning to
find her beloved sister, Sara, brutally murdered, her whole life changed in the blink of an eye. Kat
was named the prime suspect and, on a string of circumstantial evidence, charged and tried. While
the jury found her innocent, not everyone else agreed, and her only choice was to go into hiding. But
she carried a dark secret with her, one that made her worry she might actually have had something
to do with Sara's death . . . Now, years later, Kat is still haunted by her sister's unsolved murder and
continues to receive chilling anonymous letters, but she has tried to move on with her life. Until, on
the tenth anniversary of Sara's death, she receives a letter that makes the past impossible to ignore:
"What about justice for Sara?" What about justice for Sara? And for herself? Kat realizes that going
back to Liberty, Louisiana, might be the only way to move forward and find some peace. And there's
a killer out there who was never caught. But the town she's come back to is hardly different from the
one she left. The secrets and suspicions still run deep. Kat has an ally in Detective Luke Tanner, son
of the former Liberty police chief, but he may be her only one. With plenty of enemies, no one to
trust and a killer determined to keep a dark secret buried, Kat must decide if justice is worth
fighting—and dying—for. Bestselling author Erica Spindler returns with a chilling new suspense
novel about a woman who goes home ten years after her sister's murder to find the true killer
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The Innocent Feb 01 2020 The Innocent is another action-packed thriller from David Baldacci, one of
the world's most popular writers. He could no longer remember the names of all the people whose
lives he had ended . . . Master assassin Will Robie is the man the US government call to eliminate
their most ruthless enemies at home or abroad. He never questions his orders, and he never misses
his mark. He’s just returned from a covert assignment in Edinburgh to neutralize a growing threat,
having drawn upon all his expertise to complete his mission and disappear without a trace. The odds
were stacked against him, but that’s never made a difference before. But now he’s facing the most
difficult operation of his career. Dispatched to kill a US government employee, he does the
unthinkable when things don’t add up – he refuses to pull the trigger. In doing so, Robie finds
himself becoming the target. On the run from his own government and with everything on the line,
does he need to change sides to save lives – including his own? The Innocent is the first novel in
David Baldacci's blockbuster Will Robie series. Continue the series with The Hit.
Slices of Night Feb 12 2021 A psychopath flies under the radar, moving from city to city, preying on
the lost and forgotten. Three investigators - Detective Stacy Killian from the New Orleans P.D.,
Nashville Homicide Lieutenant Taylor Jackson, and FBI profiler Maggie O'Dell - collaborate to catch
the killer. But can they succeed when he has slipped through the grasp of so many others? From
three of today's most acclaimed thriller writers, Slices of Night offers readers a sneak peek into the
lives of three very different investigators, in three very different settings, as they hunt for a killer
who's able to disappear into the night.
Partners Aug 28 2019 AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME Laurel Armand is a Southern
belle on a mission - to be the best reporter in New Orleans. Matthew Bates is determined to beat her
at her own game, while flirting his way into her bed. With their dangerous attraction simmering just
below the surface, Laurel and Matthew feed off their rivalry - until they're forced to work together
on a case of murder and madness. Caught up in their jobs and each other, resistance doesn't stand a
chance. They're about to go all out in seeking the truth, finding justice, and firing up the passion
between them... Includes a preview of Whiskey Beach, published in April 2013
Baby, Come Back Jan 02 2020
Cause For Alarm May 30 2022 Kate and Richard Ryan have the perfect marriage—marred only by
their inability to have a child. The adoption agency's call fulfills that dream…and opens the door to a
nightmare…. Julianna Starr has chosen Kate and Richard to be more than the parents of her child.
For Richard is the man of her fantasies, the one she's been waiting for. Stalking the couple, Julianna
molds herself in Kate's image and insinuates herself into Richard's life, determined to tear their
perfect marriage apart. But for Kate and Richard, the nightmare has only begun. Because Julianna is
not alone. From her dark past comes a man of unspeakable evil…. No one is safe—not even the
innocent child Kate and Richard call their own.
Shocking Pink Jun 18 2021 Andie. Julie. Raven. Three very different women bound by more than
friendship. They were only watching The mysterious lovers that the three girls spied on were
engaged in a deadly sexual game no one else was supposed to know about. Especially not Andie and
her friends, whose curiosity had deepened into a dangerous obsession Now, fifteen years later,
someone is watching Andie. Someone who won't let her forget the unsolved murder of 'Mrs X' or the
disappearance of 'Mr X'. Suddenly, Andie doesn't know who her friends are and realises that loyalty
can mean murder.
Fallen Five Sep 29 2019 Book three in The Lightkeepers, a supernatural thriller series set in New
Orleans. Seasoned Detective Michaela Dare and Half Light Zach Harris, are back in a case that tests
both their skills and relationship. FALLEN FIVE proves once again why New York Times bestselling
author Erica Spindler is called "The Master of Addictive Suspense.¿The Countdown Continues . .
.Descended from an ancient race, Earth¿s few remaining Lightkeepers battle the forces of darkness
that threaten humanityFALLEN FIVEDetectives Micki Dare and Zach Harris are called in to
investigate when a millionaire developer leaps from atop his luxury hotel on the night of its grand
opening.After Micki receives a mysterious package from her long-dead mentor, and Zach suspects
something supernatural is working against them, they realize this is no ordinary case. A dark force is
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once again threatening the Big Easy. Aspects of this case prove eerily similar to an unsolved murder
from years before, making the stakes dangerously personal for Micki. This time it¿s her life on the
line.It will take the ingenuity and special skills of their misfit band of light beings and humans to
bring this perpetrator down . . . but can they do it before they lose one of their own?
Don't Look Back Oct 03 2022 'I don't know why you came back to Liberty, Ms. McCall, but little
towns have long memories. People don't forget. You'd be wise to keep that in mind.' Some secrets
won't stay buried . . . Ten years ago, Kat McCall left her home town in Louisiana after being accused
of murdering her sister. Now, despite the fact there are those in the town who are still convinced of
her guilt, she has returned, determined to unearth the real killer. With the help of police officer Luke
Tanner, Kat starts to get to the truth about who really killed her sister, but there are plenty of people
who don't like her digging up secrets from the past... Utterly gripping and compulsively readable,
Don't Look Back is the sensational new thriller from internationally bestselling author Erica
Spindler.
You Can't Stop Me Jul 28 2019 "NO ONE CAN TWIST THROUGH A MAZE WITH THE INTENSITY
AND SUSPENSE OF MAX ALLAN COLLINS." --Clive Cussler Smalltown sheriff J.C. Harrow made
headlines when he apprehended a would-be presidential assassin--only to come home that night and
find his wife and son brutally murdered. This tragic twist of fate launched his career as the host of
reality TV's smash-hit, Crime Seen! But while media star Harrow tracks down dangerous criminals
coast to coast--with the help of viewers' tips--a killer with a twisted agenda is making his own bloody
path to fame. . . "A KILLER YARN FROM A MASTER OF SUSPENSE." --James Rollins As the trail of
violence draws closer, Harrow goes off script in a manhunt for the psycho who slaughtered his
family. The cameras are rolling. And all of America is watching--including a serial killer with a very
specific target audience. . .. "Max Allan Collins is masterful. His ability to sustain suspense [is]
exceptional." --San Diego Union-Tribune "Among the finest crime writers working today." -Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Forbidden Fruit Dec 01 2019 Only one man can uncover the sins and secrets of three generations of
Pierron women--the legendary New Orleans madam, Lily Pierron, her daughter and the pious wife of
a wealthy hotelier, Hope Pierron St. Germaine, and Hope's headstrong daughter, Glory St.
Germaine. From the author of Red.
Killer Takes All Oct 23 2021 Killer Takes All by Erica Spindler WELCOME TO THE GAME ... Dark,
violent and addictive, White Rabbit is the most sinister fantasy role–playing game yet invented.
Named after the character in the children's story who lured Alice into Wonderland, White Rabbit
lures its participants into a labyrinth of fear and fantasy. But has the fantasy gone too far this time,
and become shocking reality? When ex–detective Stacy Killian discovers the gruesome murder of her
friend, she has reason to suspect that her death is somehow connected to the game of White Rabbit.
the faint trail of clues leads Stacy towards the game's brilliant creator Leo Noble. But is he the killer,
or the game's next victim? Who within his privileged circle can she trust? When the killer strikes
close to Stacy, leaving behind a terrifying calling card, she realises that her every move is being
watched, maybe even manipulated by a brilliant but depraved mind intent on playing the game for
the highest stakes possible. Because White Rabbit must be played out to the end, there's no escape.
Anyone can die before the final move is made, the game is over ... and the killer takes all.
A Winter's Rose Nov 23 2021 The South comes alive in book one of New York Times bestselling
author Erica Spindler's fan-favourite Blossoms of the South series. Rugged Jackson Reese has a
heartful of scars to prove you shouldn't trust a society princess. So his troubled daughter's latest
"sitter" is worse than merely a thorn in his side - pampered, privileged Bentley Cunningham is the
whole damn rose...complete with perfumed petals and a darkly rooted determination to succeed
where others have failed. She might work magic on a pouty preteen, but can she convince Jackson
she's the right woman for him?
The Cold Room Aug 09 2020 He can only truly love her once her heart stops… Dive in to the next
stunning thriller in the Taylor Jackson series by New York Times bestselling author J.T. Ellison.
Homicide detective Taylor Jackson thinks she’s seen it all in Nashville—but she’s never seen
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anything as perverse as The Conductor. Once his victim is captured, he contains her in a glass coffin,
slowly starving her to death. Only then does he give in to his attraction. Later, he creatively disposes
of the body by reenacting scenes from famous paintings. Strangely, similar macabre works are being
displayed in Europe. Taylor teams up with her fiancé, FBI profiler Dr. John Baldwin, and New
Scotland Yard detective James “Memphis” Highsmythe—a haunted man who has eyes only for
Taylor—to put an end to The Conductor’s art collection. Has the killer gone international? Or are
there dueling artists, competing to create the ultimate masterpiece? Previously Published. Read the
Taylor Jackson Series by J.T. Ellison: Book 1: All the Pretty Girls Book 2: 14 Book 3: Judas Kiss Book
4: The Cold Room Book 5: The Immortals Book 6: So Close the Hand of Death Book 7: Where All the
Dead Lie
Fortune Sep 09 2020 Something dark and dangerous had long shadowed Skye Dearborn's life. She
had seen the fear of it in her mother's eyes. It was there, locked in her memories of blood spilling
across a gleaming floor. In the sound of her own screams. And in the terror she'd felt the night her
mother disappeared. Then fortune smiled on Skye. With help she was able to put the horror behind
her and look to the future. But now that same fortune is leading her into the arms of dangerand back
into the nightmare of her past. For the evil that has haunted her dreams has a human form a man
obsessed with Skye since her birth. A man who knows who Skye Dearborn really is. And now that he
has found her, he will do anything to keep her.
Dead Run May 18 2021 "I'm in trouble, Liz. I've uncovered something.… They're watching.…" That
panicked message on her answering machine is the last time Liz Ames hears from her sister Rachel,
pastor of Paradise Christian Church in Key West, Florida. Compelled to uncover the truth about her
sister's disappearance, she heads to Key West. Within hours of her arrival a successful banker jumps
to his death. Then a teenage girl whom Rachel was counseling is found brutally murdered. The
ritualistic style of the killing is hauntingly similar to that used by the notorious "New Testament"
serial killer—now on death row. Could the teen's murder be related to Rachel's disappearance? Is a
copycat killer at work? And why do the police refuse to help? For answers, Liz turns to Rick Wells, a
former Miami cop who worked the fringes of the "New Testament" investigation. Together they peel
away layers of deception to reveal a terrifying adversary—and the unspeakable evil at the heart of
this island paradise.
Blood Vines Aug 21 2021 In this bare-knuckled adrenaline ride from New York Times bestselling
author Erica Spindler, Alex Clarkson's worst nightmares are about to come true... A sinister, hooded
figure... When Alexandra Clarkson starts having terrifying visions filled with blood and ceremonial
images, she tries to find a rational explanation – maybe her mind is playing tricks on her,
resurrecting creepy tableaux from her research on religious ceremonies and sects. But when Alex's
mother, Patsy, commits suicide without leaving behind any information, Alex is left wondering: could
she be haunted by something from the childhood she doesn't remember? Naked, writhing bodies...
Detective Daniel Reed was the last person to speak to Patsy. What he reveals to Alex is shocking.
Twenty-five years earlier, Patsy was married to Harlan Sommer, one of Sonoma County's most
prominent vintners, when their infant son disappeared without a trace. The loss destroyed the
Sommers' marriage, causing Patsy to leave and take Alex with her. A dead child... Called on to
investigate the identity of a baby's remains unearthed in a Sonoma vineyard, Reed had picked up a
trail that led him to Patsy in San Francisco. Now Reed and Alex both wonder if the cold bones could
be her baby brother Dylan, and Alex decides to accompany Reed back to Sonoma for the
investigation. No sooner does she arrive, however, than she is drawn deep into the search for a
twisted killer...
Shocking Pink Aug 01 2022 I spy...murder... The mysterious lovers the three girls spied on were
engaged in a deadly sexual game. No one else was supposed to know – especially not Andie and her
friends. But curiosity can become obsession. Now, years later, someone is watching Andie.
The Other Girl Apr 28 2022 'Pulse-pounding, page-turning, absolutely can't put it down.' Lisa
Gardner THE OUTSTANDING NEW THRILLER FROM NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER ERICA
SPINDLER What have readers been saying about The Other Girl? 'Spellbinding.' 5***** 'Looking for
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something that will keep your attention until the very end? This is your next book!' 5***** 'A chilling
and unputdownable taut crime suspense thriller - her best yet!' 5***** 'Excellent twist with a
bittersweet ending. I highly recommend this fast pace thriller.' 5***** Perfect for fans of Karin
Slaughter and Karen Rose, Erica Spindler is master of classic crime fiction and the twist you won't
see coming. A horrific crime with one witness: a fifteen year old girl from the wrong side of the
tracks, one known for lying and her own brushes with the law. Is it any surprise no one believed her?
Officer Miranda Rader has worked hard to earn the respect of her co-workers and the community,
and is known for her honesty and integrity. But that wasn't always so. She grew up on the wrong
side of the tracks in a small town that didn't believe she could change, and she's spent fifteen years
trying to forget about her past. When Miranda and her partner are called to investigate the murder
of one of the town's most beloved college professors, they're unprepared for the brutality of the
scene. Just when Miranda thinks she's seen the worst of it, she finds a piece of evidence that chills
her to the core: a faded newspaper clipping about a terrible night fifteen years ago. The night she'd
buried, along with the girl she'd been back then, and until now that grave had stayed sealed. Then
another man turns up dead, this one a retired cop. Not just any cop: the one who took her statement
that night. Two murders, two very different men, two killings that on the surface have nothing in
common. Except Miranda. The outstanding new thriller from New York Times bestselling author
Erica Spindler, The Other Girlis a chilling novel about a ritualistic murder that sends a small town
cop back into the trauma she thought she'd put behind her. Praise for Erica Spindler: 'Pulsepounding, page-turning, absolutely can't put it down.' Lisa Gardner 'Neat, taut and written with
panache that forces you to turn each page.' Daily Mail 'I can put Spindler on my growing list of
favourite crime-fiction authors.' Evening Standard 'Has enough twists to keep you riveted right to
the final page.' Image
Breakneck Sep 21 2021 A remorseless killer. A string of innocent, clean-cut victims. Detectives
M.C. Riggio and Kitt Lundgren must race against a cold-blooded predator who moves at breakneck
speed in this heart-pounding thriller from New York Times bestselling author Erica Spindler. Hot on
the heels of their last case, partners Mary Catherine (M.C.) Riggio and Kitt Lundgren, detectives in
the police department's Violent Crimes Bureau in industrial, blue-collar Rockford, Illinois, are called
out to a college student's apartment where a young man with no criminal record, not even a noise
complaint from his neighbors, appears to have been murdered in his sleep. The trail seems cold,
until another victim turns up, and then another... each one striking closer to home for M.C. The
growing list of seemingly emotionless kills leaves M.C. and Kitt little to follow—like the first victim,
all the targets are young adults, kid-next-door types who've never taken a step outside the law.
Meanwhile, the case starts to take its toll on M.C.'s personal life, setting her on edge with her
partner and putting their hard-earned friendship in jeopardy. As M.C. and Kitt hunt a faceless killer,
they are led deep into the cyberuniverse, where no one is who he seems and you never know who's
watching. At the heart of this mesmerizing thriller is the relationship between two headstrong
women as they struggle to balance their dual roles, to learn to trust, and to walk the fine line
between upholding the law—and taking it into their own hands.
Seven Deadly Sins Oct 11 2020 A Southern town hides many secrets... and sins that must be kept
hidden. Previously published as In Silence. Journalist Avery Chauvin is devastated when she receives
word of her father's suicide. Returning to her hometown of Cypress Springs, Louisiana, she
desperately searches for answers. Instead she hears whispered rumours of strange happenings, of
neighbours who go missing in the night. When Avery discovers a box of fifteen-year-old newspaper
articles in her father's house, covering the brutal murder of a local woman, she begins to fear he
may be involved. Then the past and present collide. A woman is found savagely murdered. An
outsider passing through town vanishes. Each step closer to the truth exposes yet another layer of
deceit, and Avery learns that a terrible evil resides in this peaceful Southern town. An evil that is
willing to keep the town's sins a secret...at any cost.
The First Wife Mar 28 2022 'Pulse-pounding, page-turning, absolutely can't put it down.' Lisa
Gardner THE OUTSTANDING THRILLER FROM NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER ERICA
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SPINDLER What have readers been saying about The First Wife? 'This is a must read. Truly
outstanding as always.' Amazon reviewer, 5***** 'A real page turner that kept me guessing
throughout.' Amazon reviewer, 5***** 'Spindler fans should relish this latest release, as should
anybody looking for a first class thriller!' Amazon reviewer, 5***** Perfect for fans of Karin
Slaughter and Karen Rose, Erica Spindler is master of classic crime fiction and the twist you won't
see coming. Despite the ten-year age gap and the differences in their backgrounds, Bailey was
meant to be with Logan - she's sure of it. It's natural that they should marry as soon as they can. But
when Logan brings Bailey home to his magnificent estate on ninety wooded acres, her dreams of
happily-ever-after begin to unravel. She can't ignore the rumours about what happened to Logan's
first wife and then when a local woman goes missing, all signs point to her husband. Has Bailey
made a terrible mistake trusting Logan? What happened to his first wife? Suddenly Bailey is facing
an impossible decision: should she believe what everyone is saying, or should she bet her life on the
man she loves, but hardly knows? Praise for Erica Spindler: 'Pulse-pounding, page-turning,
absolutely can't put it down.' Lisa Gardner 'Neat, taut and written with panache that forces you to
turn each page.' Daily Mail 'I can put Spindler on my growing list of favourite crime-fiction authors.'
Evening Standard 'Has enough twists to keep you riveted right to the final page.' Image
In Silence Jul 20 2021 Journalist Avery Chauvin is devastated when she receives word of her father's
suicide. How could her father, a dedicated physician, have taken his own life? That he set himself on
fire is unfathomable. Returning to her hometown of Cypress Springs, Louisiana, Avery desperately
searches for answers. Instead she hears whispered rumors of strange happenings, of neighbors who
go missing in the night. She discovers a box of old newspaper articles in her father's house, all
covering the horrific murder of a local woman. Why had her father kept them? Then the past and
present collide. A woman is found brutally slain. An outsider passing through town vanishes. And
Avery begins to wonder, could her father have been the victim of foul play? As each step closer to
the truth exposes yet another layer of deceit, Avery must face the fact that in this peaceful Southern
town a terrible evil resides, protected—until now— by the power of silence.
Fortune Jun 06 2020 A mother's ultimate sacrifice… A brother's dark obsession… And one woman's
desperate fight for survival… Something dark and dangerous had long shadowed Skye Dearborn's
life. She had seen the fear of it in her mother's eyes. It was there, locked in her memories of blood
spilling across a gleaming floor. In the sound of her own screams. And in the terror she'd felt the
night her mother disappeared. Then fortune smiled on Skye. With help she was able to put the
horror behind her and look to the future. But now that same fortune is leading her into the arms of
danger—and back into the nightmare of her past. For the evil that has haunted her dreams has a
human form—a man obsessed with Skye since her birth. A man who alone knows who Skye Dearborn
really is. And now that he has found her, he will do anything to keep her.
Forbidden Fruit Jan 26 2022 *
Watch Me Die Jan 14 2021 In Spindler's thrilling new psychological drama, one woman's journey to
recovery becomes her worst nightmare... Before Hurricane Katrina struck New Orleans, stainedglass restoration artist Mira Gallier had it all: a thriving business doing work she loved and an idyllic
marriage to the perfect man. But the devastating storm stole her beloved husband – his body swept
away by floodwaters, never to be found. Now, after years of pain and turmoil, it looks as if Mira is
finally on the verge of peace and emotional stability. But her life, like the magnificent windows
blown to bits by Hurricane Katrina, is about to be shattered once again. And this time, it's not a
killer storm she faces, but a psychopath who will stop at nothing until he possesses her, body and
soul... First, church windows that she restored are vandalized, and the priest who looked over them
brutally murdered. Spray-painted across the glass are the words: He Will Come to Judge the Living
and the Dead. Then, New Orleans is rocked by a terrifying chain of murders that all seem to be
linked to Mira. The police, led by homicide detective Spencer Malone, are following a string of clues
left by the killer on each victim – and beginning to wonder if the murderer isn't Mira Gallier herself.
As Mira begins to unravel under pressure from all sides – and fear for her life – it's unclear whom
she can trust. And when a man from her past appears out of nowhere, sparking something long
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forgotten in her heart, he quickly becomes the police's new prime suspect. One by one, the people in
Mira's life are targeted, until it's clear that the killer has been saving her for last . . . and that there's
nowhere left to run.
Magnolia Dawn Jul 08 2020 The South comes alive in book three of New York Times bestselling
author Erica Spindler's fan-favourite Blossoms of the South series. All his life, Rush Cousins has
been troubled by the mystery of his shadowed past. His search for his roots leads him to Ashland
Plantation, an elegant, decaying estate deep in the Mississippi Delta, where he presents himself as
nothing more than a handyman in need of work. The disguise brings him closer to Ashland's longburied secrets...but also forces him to distance himself from his sudden passion for the plantation's
beautiful mistress, Annabelle Ames, a woman whose lonely obsession with the past strangely mirrors
his own...
The Witching Tree Oct 30 2019 Welcome to Burning Lake, a small, isolated town with a dark history
of witches and false accusations. Now, a modern-day witch has been murdered, and Detective
Natalie Lockhart is reluctantly drawn deep into the case, in this atmospheric mystery from Alice
Blanchard, The Witching Tree. As legend has it, if you carve your deepest desire into the bark of a
Witch Tree, then over time as the tree grows, it will swallow the carvings until only a witch can read
them. Until now. Detective Natalie Lockhart gained unwanted notoriety when she and her family
became front and center of not one, but two sensational murder cases. Now she’s lost her way.
Burned out and always looking over her shoulder, Natalie desperately thinks that quitting the police
force is her only option left. All that changes when a beloved resident—a practicing Wiccan and
founder of the town’s oldest coven—is killed in a fashion more twisted and shocking than Natalie has
ever seen before, leaving the town reeling. Natalie has no choice but to help solve the case along
with Detective Luke Pittman, her boss and the old childhood friend she cannot admit she loves, even
to herself. There is a silent, malignant presence in Burning Lake that will not rest. And what
happens next will shock the whole town, and Natalie, to the core.
Triple Six Apr 04 2020 Detectives Micki Dare and Zach Harris are back in TRIPLE SIX, their second
adventure in the supernatural thriller series The Lightkeepers. A string of shocking home invasions
rock New Orleans, Micki and Zach are assigned to the case. They quickly realize these are no
ordinary crimes.
The Other Girl Dec 25 2021 From the New York Times bestselling author of Justice for Sara and The
First Wife Erica Spindler comes The Other Girl, a chilling new thriller about a ritualistic murder of a
college professor that sends a small town cop back into the trauma she thought she’d put behind
her. "Explosive.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review) “A fantastic thriller from one of the best in
the genre!” —RT Reviews A horrific crime. One witness—a fifteen year old girl from the wrong side
of the tracks, one known for lying and her own brushes with the law. Is it any surprise no one
believed her? Officer Miranda Rader of the Harmony, Louisiana PD is known for her honesty,
integrity, and steady hand in a crisis—but that wasn’t always so. Miranda comes from the town of
Jasper, a place about the size of a good spit on a hot day, and her side of the tracks was the wrong
one. She’s worked hard to earn the respect of her coworkers and the community. When Miranda and
her partner are called to investigate the murder of one of the town’s most beloved college
professors, they’re unprepared for the brutality of the scene. This murder is unlike any they’ve ever
investigated, and just when Miranda thinks she’s seen the worst of it, she finds a piece of evidence
that chills her to the core: a faded newspaper clipping about that terrible night fifteen years ago.
The night she’d buried, along with her past and the girl she’d been back then. Until now that grave
had stayed sealed...except for those times, in the deepest part of the night, when the nightmares
came: of a crime no one believed happened and the screams of the girl they believed didn’t exist.
Then another man turns up dead, this one a retired cop. Not just any cop—the one who took her
statement that night. Two murders, two very different men, two killings that on the surface had
nothing in common—except Miranda.
No One Knows Jun 26 2019 In this riveting and complex thriller from the author of Lie to Me, a
woman must figure out if she’s losing her mind, or if her husband has really returned from the
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dead… The day Aubrey Hamilton’s husband is declared dead by the state of Tennessee should bring
the closure she needs to move on with her life. But Aubrey doesn’t want to move on; she wants Josh
back. It’s been five years since he disappeared, since their blissfully happy marriage—they were
happy, weren’t they?—screeched to a halt and Aubrey became the prime suspect in her husband’s
disappearance. Five years of emptiness, solitude, loneliness, questions. Why didn’t Josh show up at
his best friend’s bachelor party? Was he murdered? Did he run away? And now, all this time later,
who is the mysterious yet strangely familiar figure suddenly haunting Aubrey’s new life? In No One
Knows, New York Times bestselling author J.T. Ellison peels back the layers of a complex woman
hiding dark secrets beneath her unassuming exterior. This masterful thriller is perfect for fans of
Gillian Flynn, Liane Moriarty, and Paula Hawkins.
Bone Cold Nov 04 2022 Twenty-three years ago Anna North survived a living nightmare. A madman
kidnapped her, cut off her pinkie, then vanished. Today Anna lives in New Orleans, writing dark
thrillers under another name. She finally feels safe. Suddenly Anna's quiet life takes a frightening
turn. Letters start to arrive from a disturbed fan. Anna is followed, her apartment broken into. Then
a close friend disappears. Anna turns to homicide detective Quentin Malone, but Malone's more
concerned with the recent murders of two women in the French Quarter. But after a third victim is
found—a redhead like Anna, her pinkie severed—Malone is forced to acknowledge that Anna is his
link to the killer…and could be the next target. Now Anna must face the horrifying truth—her past
has caught up with her. The nightmare has begun again.
Night Jasmine Apr 16 2021 The South comes alive in Book three of New York Times bestselling
author Erica Spindler's fan-favorite Blossoms of the South series. Night Jasmine Hunter Powell's no
family man, though Aimee Bourdeaux once tried to convince him otherwise. The heat between them
was undeniable, but Hunter's haunted past kept him from truly giving his heart. Now, years later,
the connection between Aimee and Hunter is even stronger…especially considering the son between
them Hunter never knew he had. It isn't long before their passion begins to reignite, but can Hunter
finally find the courage to let go of his demons and reach for the love of a lifetime?
The First Wife May 06 2020 "An idealistic young woman marries a man she barely knows only to
discover his first wife disappeared under mysterious circumstances"--
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